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Posthuman Psychogeography: 
Let the line take you for a walk

Dr Jamie Mcphie
4WCoP

The boundaries that once defined certain territories, such as urban-rural, 
culture-nature or mind-body distinctiveness, are shifting and as such are ripe 
for reterritorialization 

(Deleuze and Guattari, cited in Schroeder, 2012, p.252)
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Contemporary Psychogeography. The 4th world congress of Psychogeography, 6th 7th & 8th September 2019, 
Huddersfield University.



www.youtube.com/watch?v=JI8AMRbqY6w

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JI8AMRbqY6w




Rainbows

Environment and perceiver specify 
each other!

Manzotti’s rainbow  



Trees



The Wasp and

theOrchid

“organism and environment enfold into each other and

unfold from one another in the fundamental circularity 

that is life itself” 

(Varela et al., 1991, p. 217)



Humans

‘…assumption that the 
mind/brain/body remains somehow 
separate from the wider 
environment.’

(Harris, 2008)

‘the mind is not in the head’ 

(Varela, 1999, p. 72)



A haecceity is an 

individual organism 

understood as a bundle or 

meshwork of interwoven 

lines rather than 

interconnected points

(Ingold, 2011)



‘I can’ t sum myself up because you can’ t add a chair and two apples’ (Lispector)







‘a democracy extended to things’



Stones
‘…a stone-in-the-water’              (Ingold, 2008)



a kind of stony wisdom

‘A large boulder, its surface spreading with crinkly red and grey lichens, is able 
to influence the events around it, and even to influence the thinking of those 
folks who lean against it – lending their thoughts a certain gravity, and a kind 
of stony wisdom’ (Abram, 2004)



inorganic life

• ‘the eco-mental system called 
Lake Erie is a part of your wider 
eco-mental system’. (Bateson)

• ‘It is not so much that organisms 
are not alive, but that life can be 
articulated in all things’. (Dema)



The capitalist production of subjectivity 

• The capitalist production of subjectivity leads many of us to believe 
we act alone and are individually responsible for our compulsions but 
as Jane Bennett reminds us, 

• ‘the locus of political responsibility is a human-nonhuman 
assemblage’ which ‘presents individuals as simply incapable of 
bearing full responsibility for their effects’ and so ‘the ethical 
responsibility of an individual human now resides in one’s response to 
the assemblage in which one finds oneself participating’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhtTjkpQwF0 – see Dr Haydon Mort 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhtTjkpQwF0

